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Circular No.125:2017                                                      06.07.2017 

 

Dear Comrade, 
 

Sub: Capital Infusion and MOU with the Bank  

 

We reproduce hereunder the text of the Circular issued by All India Union Bank 

Employees Association on the captioned subject, for your information and record:   

 

“Our Bank has been offered capital infusion of Rs.541 cr by the Government towards 

meeting CAR level on account of credit expansion projected by the bank for the next 

fiscal. However for allocation of capital, the Government has attached the condition 

of obtainment of MOU to be signed by Unions on similar lines as had been obtained 

in other 10 Banks. Bank took up the issue with the Government to not to insist for 

MOU as our bank is a profit making Bank and no turnaround programme is 

applicable to it. However government did not accede to Bank’s request. There after 

the matter was placed before the Bank’s Board on 22nd March where in the board 

also discussed the matter and accordingly directed the Management to once again 

represent to Government to release capital without insisting for MOU. However the 

government did not agree to it and insisted for MOU. 

 

Under the circumstances the Bank held Meeting with the representatives of AIUBEA 

for discussion on 29th March 2017 and execution of initial MOU. The Representatives 

of Officers federation (AIBOC) was also present. Bank explained the development, 

its efforts with the government, other avenues of raising capital & its limitations, no 

possibility of going for Rights issue but the dire need for capital for further expansion. 

Bank had also expressed its frustration over the Government’s adamancy and its 

inability to differentiate between performing & non Performing Banks.      .                          

 

During the discussion we explained the development in last 2 years and drew the 

attention to the prevailing general economic conditions that prevented the PSBs and 

the Industry from registering growth and profitability in view of 1) situation changing 

due to Asset Quality Review of RBI that Made all Banks in red as of 31st March 2016, 

2) the fill over effect of AQR in the financial year 2016-17  3) demonetization 

exercise adding up huge deposits but with no credit take off 6) Identification of huge 

NPAS under Infrastructure, Steel, Power and textile Sectors and recovery not forth 
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coming despite various restructuring programme from RBI 7) Lowest Credit growth in 

last 25 years that has created a situation where in Banks Interest Income is 

insufficient to cover incremental increase in NPA and high NPA ratio. We also 

expressed that only the policy changes from the Government can alone bring 

turnaround of the Industry and not the MOU Besides we also raised additional 

points. The details of the points raised along with the response of the Management 

are as under: 

 

AIUBEA‘s Points   Management’s Reply  

Why MOU is applicable for Profit 

Making Bank since the Capital Infusion 

is on merit and government is only 

fulfilling its obligation? 

Bank agrees with our views but the 

Government is insisting. Hence forth all 

banks that seek capital has to execute 

MOU. 

 

Whether our Bank is also grouped 

under the category of 10 weak Banks 

and hence Government is insisting for 

MOU? 

 

Bank continues to be strong and profit 

making and even for the year 2016-17 

Bank will be in Profits. Our Brand Value 

is also well recognized. So question of 

treating our Bank as weak does not 

arise 

What about the alternate sources for 

raising capital in case we don’t take the 

Offer of the Government? 

 

Bank has exhausted all its sources even 

by selling its stake in CIBIL that could 

generate only Rs 135 Cr. Reducing 

Bank’s stake star Union Daichi is not 

advisable as it would close the window 

of generation of non Interest Income. So 

Bank is not in a position to reject the 

offer from the Government. Further Bank 

conveyed that any rejection of the 

Government offer can close this window 

of capital infusion forever. 

What are the efforts taken by the Bank 

to convince the Government for not to 

insist for MOU? 

Bank showed all the records and 

explained to us the rigidity of the 

Government 

Other than 10 weak Banks which other 

Banks have sought for Capital like 

Union Bank? 

Banks whichever seek capital has to 

execute MOU as per the communication 

of the Government but all the Banks who 

sought capital are executing MOU.  

How the same MOU applicable for weak 

Banks can be made applicable to our 

Bank since the context of capital 

The Bank agreed with our views. 

Although the initial MOU may be same, 

Bank expressed its desire to frame the 
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infusion in our Bank is totally different 

compare to 10 weak Banks and the 

need for changing the MOU to 

incorporate points relevant to the 

specific context of Union Bank? 

term of reference to “development and 

growth” instead of turnaround 

programme and accordingly will decide 

the parameters jointly with the 

Association. 

How the Bank will protect the Interest of 

employees from curtailment of benefits 

and imposing of stringent service 

conditions as it is possible for the 

government to impose the same as if it 

is arising out of MOU? 

 

MOU does not have any such specific 

clause in this regard and so there is no 

need to apprehend. However Bank 

assured that employees’ interest, 

benefits and other facilities will be 

protected as per the Note incorporated 

by the government in the MOU at the 

insistence of AIBEA. Further they have 

assured to address our concerns if any. 

How do we show it to employee that our 

Bank tried its best to convince 

Government to not to insist for MOU? 

Bank will write to us and convey the 

same. Letter received. 

 

Thus the Government’s Capital was necessary for the Bank to raise the core capital 

ratio and in anticipation of the core capital the Bank has already raised Tier 1 and 

Tier 2 Bonds to maintain the overall CAR ratio. Considering the situation, the need of 

the Bank, its assurances we signed the MOU to protect the Bank’s interest and 

support its future growth. Officers’ federation also signed. 
 

Now we discussed with the Bank during last 3 months and finalized the 2nd Back to 

Back MOU arising out of first MOU. When all other Banks are signing the MOU with 

conditions such as no branch expansion, no increase in staff strength , curb on 

expenses and business making , we with all our efforts have made the 2nd MOU to 

be different than the one being signed in other 10 Banks. We have ensured 1) the 

growth parameters are reasonable & achievable 2) no Curb on staff expenses and 

welfare measures including payment of wage revision under discussions 3) Branch 

expansion to be allowed matching with the bank’s requirements 4) Recruitments 

should be permitted with reasonable net increase in employees’ strength 5) 

Operational expenses to match with operation level, inflation and future growth  6) 

Bank should be able to carry on  all its businesses as it is being done  and finally 7) 

the MOU is for Efficiency improvement. There will be a monitoring committee 

consisting of AIUBEA Representatives to oversee the implementation of MOU terms 

and it will give all opportunities to not only question the Management but also to 

protect the employees’ interest. Needless to say any deviations would make the 

MOU to be redundant and not binding on us. We shall circulate the details of the 

MOU with numbers shortly. Thus having protected the employees’ and Bank’s 

interest AIUBEA has set a new trend in the industry through the 2nd MOU. 
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Officers Federation is now falsely accusing the AIUBEA and the same is nothing but 

gimmicks arising out of its frustration and to cover up its failure in tackling the 

Management during the discussion. Its ulterior motive to link MOU to get Quid Pro 

Quo adjustments got exposed as the Management had openly rejected the same 

during the discussion.  Does it not mean that officers’ federation felt that the MOU 

was ok if Bank had considered its individual issues? Is it not true that officers 

Federation proposed measures during the discussion that were against officers’ 

community? If officers’ Federation was feeling that for 541 cr capital it should not sell 

the future of the Bank then it should have rejected the initial MOU Itself?  But it had 

not rejected but participated in all discussions for framing 2nd MOU.  Having decided 

to boycott the meeting on 29th June why it came on 30th June to attend the Meeting? 

Was it to try last minute quid pro quo adjustments or out of whose pressure? Having 

sent a message that it has rejected the MOU, now is it not a fact that it is  taking a u 

Turn to make ways easy for signing the same MOU but to impress the new MD & 

CEO as if it is signing it to oblige him? The Fact is that after finalising the parameters 

and deciding to incorporate the changes proposed by us, Bank took the MOU to 

Government and thereafter for its Board Approval on 29th June. Thus after its Board 

approval, meeting was held with AIUBEA to know our final views on MOU. However 

the MOU was very much in order as per our prescriptions and after receiving certain 

clarifications on certain parts of MOU we executed the same. So Officers’ Federation 

now conveying that MOU draft was not sent in advance, the figures are not 

achievable and who will implement the MOU etc are pure excuses to mislead the 

officers and we are sure that people will reject the same. 
 

Our units should explain the details to the employees and make them aware of the 

situations. Give appropriate reply to those who falsely criticize us. Within next few 

days we shall come out with more details and employee will know the facts to judge 

as to how AIUBEA has been the true champion of the cause of employees and also 

the Bank. Truth will prevail.” 
 

With Greetings,   
 

Yours Comradely, 

 

 

(A.Chidambaram) 
General Secretary 
 
    


